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$125,000.
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A fall special in this second row
redecorated with carpet and fur
Excellent beach access and thi
Let us show you a winner at $64
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great room, furnished down to
trying this unique duplex on
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bath cottage with wood stove, large
l, appliances and more in a nice
a the island of Holden Beach. An addi-bathapartment and doubie garage
il of approximately 2,672 square feet
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anal home with extra-size lot. Wrap
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give uie ultimate view. Large kit>mperfect for a year 'round resident. Pick a
vood stove to make your fall evenings serene
aths, plenty of storage. $145,000. $27,900
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water canal in Heritage flrbor. IVS offers 4 BR, 2 baths, C/H/A, furnishings,
wajirch, outside shower, ceiling fan. viny s g, , urm« ,
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wanted a cottage on the oceanfront? Well, fireplace, 3
is a must to see. Cute, well-maintained 3-BR C/H/A, storage building, fcreen pd home with oceanfront deck. Call today, for end of cul-de-sac. Grab voimplace ir
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